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Abstract – Full range Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) is one of key conditions 

for nuclear power plant (NPP) licensing according to the requirement of nuclear 

safety regulatory authority. High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor Pebble-bed 

Module (HTR-PM) has developed construction design and prepared for the 

charging license application. So after the normal power operation PSA submitted 

for review, the Low power and Shutdown operation Probabilistic safety analysis 

(LSPSA) also begin. The results of LSPSA will together with prior normal power 

PSA results to demonstrate the safety level of HTR-PM NPP.  

Plant Operation Station (POS) is one of important terms in LSPSA. The definition of 

POS lays the foundation for LSPSA modeling. POS provides initial and boundary 

conditions for the following event tree and fault tree model development. The aim of 

this paper is to describe the state-of-the-art of POS definition for HTR-PM LSPSA. 

As for the first attempt to the high temperature gas cooled reactor module plant, the 

methodology and procedure of POS definition refers to the LWR LSPSA guidance, 

and adds to plant initial status analysis due to the HTR-PM characteristics. A 

specific set of POS grouping vectors is investigate and suggested for HTR-PM NPP, 

which reflects the characteristics of plant modularization and on-line refueling. As a 

result, seven POSs are given according to the grouping vectors at the end of the 

paper.  They will be used to the LSPSA modelling and adjusted if necessary. The 

papers’ work may provide reference to the analogous NPP LSPSA. 

 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Following the successful construction and a most 

gratifying operation of the 10MWth high-

temperature gas-cooled test reactor (HTR-10), the 

Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technology 

(INET) Tsinghua university has developed and 

designed an HTR demonstration plant, called the 

HTR-PM(High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor  

Pebble-bed Module). The ongoing Chinese HTR-PM 

project is considered to be a new step not only for 

the development of Chinese HTRG technology but 

also for the world-wide development of Generation-

IV nuclear energy technologies due to inherent safety 

and passive safety characteristics [1]. 

HTR-PM project was implemented smoothly in 

the past years and has undergone the 

construction design phase in Rong cheng city, Shan 

Dong Province, China in 2014. An in-depth, all-

round safety demonstration is also in progress which 

include both deterministic and probabilistic safety 

analysis. Results of HTR-PM safety demonstration 

will serve for the licensing from National Nuclear 

Safety Administration (NNSA) China. A thorough 

HTR-PM Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) 

considers not only the normal power operation but 

also low power and shutdown operation and also 
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includes inner events and hazards. And the overall 

risk profile should be controlled as low as possible to 

fulfill the safety goal to assure a sufficient protection 

for the public and environment. The overall 

framework of HTR-PM PSA is shown as figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure1. HTR-PM PSA Framework 

 

In fact, inner events normal power operation PSA 

model has been built and the report has submit to 

NNSA in 2010. This model is performed in an 

integrated format to combine level 1 and 2 PSA. 

Unique end states in terms of Release Category (RC) 

are defined for the event trees [1]. Several hundreds 

of event sequences and dozens of RCs are developed 

in the inner events normal power operation PSA 

model. 

In the low power and shutdown phase, HTR-PM 

plant configuration and the operational mode have 

changed from the normal power operation. And the 

original power operation PSA model cannot 

represent the NPP low power and shutdown phase 

realistic status. So developing inner events low 

power and shutdown PSA (LSPSA) model for HTR-

PM NPP is on the agenda at present. The risk from 

inner events of NPP is major assessment objective. 

Hazards including inner and outer fire, flooding, 

seismic are excluded at present stage.  

At low power and shutdown stages, the reactor 

operates at lower power level or even in zero power, 

reactor power is changing and the control mode of 

power and self-locking condition of shutdown are 

also variant at different stage combined with 

different system, component alignment and 

configuration. As a result, it is necessary to 

investigate the characteristics of NPP operation, and 

distinguish with Plant Operation State (POS). POS is 

one of important factors in LSPSA modelling. It is 

the circumstance of PSA modelling, the difference in 

the POS makes the PSA model for normal operation 

not suitable for NPP Low power and shutdown state 

at all. In other words, POS represents the initial 

condition and boundary condition for PSA model 

and the analyst should establish PSA model for each 

POS to describe the risk or safety level of different 

stage and phase. Comprehensive PSA results 

including these POSs respect the NPP risk profile 

and compared to the Probabilistic Safety Goal for 

licensing application.  

The paper will focus on the POS definition of 

HTR-PM low power and shutdown PSA. The second 

part of the paper introduces in detail the method and 

procedure adopted in HTR-PM POS definition. The 

third part provides results of HTR-PM POS 

definition. And finally key factors in the study are 

summarized and suggested as the conclusion. 

 

II. POS DEFINITION  

 

Typically, nuclear power plants experience 

various types of outages, from short unplanned 

outages, which are used for repairs or adjustment, to 

regular planned refueling outages, which also 

include major maintenance activities. In order to 

develop the plant risk profile over an average 

operating year, all outage types should be considered 

besides power operation. Plant operation state is 

relatively fixed in power operation stage, and one 

PSA model is usually enough. While during the 

outages and in the process to the outage, the plant 

will undergo a power descent and a shutdown if 

necessary. Multiple plant configurations exists in this 

process which would, if handled without grouping, 

lead to an excessive number of scenarios to be 

analysed. The current practice for dealing with the 

variety of plant operation states during low power 

and shutdown is to define a limited number of Plant 

Operation States (POSs) during which the plant 

status and configuration are sufficiently stable and 

representative [2].  

This section will describes the methodology and 

procedure of POS definition and their application in 

HTR-PM LS PSA. POS grouping principles for 

HTR-PM LS PSA are derived from the process. 

 

II.A. Methodology and procedure of POS 

definition 

 

POS definition is one of LS PSA tasks as 

described in IAEA technical document “probabilistic 

safety assessments of nuclear power plants for low 

power and shutdown modes”. This task is based on 

the familiarization of NPP information and begin 

with the selection of outage types. POSs may be 

defined specifically for each plant outage type. 

However, similar POSs would be found in different 

outage types, though possibly with different 

durations. This may allow for development of 

models for specific POSs and then development of a 

model for different outage types as a combination of 
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POS models [2]. HTR-PM POSs definition will 

follow IAEA guidance and describe as below.  

The first step is to determine the dividing line or 

interface point of lower power and normal power 

which also corresponding to the scope of LSPSA.  

LSPSA will replace the Normal Power PSA (NPPSA) 

to reflect the plant risk distribution because the 

NPPSA cannot be used due to the change of NPP 

alignment. That is, the configuration and operational 

mode has to be changed in order to fulfil the power 

drop and shutdown. In a relatively new operation 

environment, the initiating events and system 

response induced are different from at normal Power 

stage. Success criteria of system response may alter 

due to lower power level and available components.  

The dividing line is determined based on the 

knowledge of NPP operational mode and the 

capability of NPPSA.  

Depending on the plant considered, several 

outage types exist due to various outage objectives. 

For example, a planned outage will need for 

scheduled maintenance which also may ask for a 

longer duration and the inspection of the reactor 

vessel internals, and an unplanned outage may 

triggered by the unavailability of a system which 

may resume after a short delay of few hours. Each 

outage type will actually experience different 

duration and especially different plant operation state. 

In order to demonstrate the whole evolution 

occurring in the plant, POS should be defined for 

each outage. However, similar POSs would be found 

in different outage types though possibly with 

different durations. This may allow for development 

of models for specific POSs and then development 

of a model for different outage types as a 

combination of POS models.  A representative 

outage type are selected for POS definition and 

POSs induced from the representative outage type   

can cover the POSs from other outage types.  

The definition of POSs can be performed in two 

steps: 1. Definition of pre-POS, and 2. grouping of 

pre-POSs into POSs for further analysis. In order to 

track NPP real experience and screen out the major 

risk sources, initial pre-POSs definition may as 

detailed as you can.  A pre-POS is defined as a plant 

configuration where all parameters of interest could 

be considered stable, which will produce a lot of pre-

POSs and consequently much workload. A practical 

method is grouping the pre-POSs into limit number 

of POSs. While the summary should not submerge 

the risk profile of the plant, so a set of grouping 

principles should be decided in advance. The process 

of grouping is an iterative process.  Whether the pre-

POS grouping is fit or not will be verified by the 

initial events and following event sequences analysis. 

If grouping principles may be justified if necessary. 

The process of POSs definition can be described as 

figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2. The process of POS definition 

 

II.B. Characterization of HTR-PM operation and 

outage 

 

NPP operation modes can give a detail 

description for the operation and outage 

characterization. Five operation modes are defined in 

HTR-PM Technical Specification (TS).  They are 

power operation, startup, hot standby, shutdown and 

maintenance shutdown. The detail description for 

each operation shows as table 1.  

 

Table 1 the operation mode of HTR-PM NSSS 

Mode Reactivity 

condition, 

Keff 

%Rated 

thermal 

power* 

Average 

coolant 

temperature 

Power 

operation 
≥0.99 >1% NA 

Startup ≥0.99 ≤1 NA 

Hot 

standby 

<0.99 NA ≥150℃ 

Shutdown <0.99 NA 150 ℃ >Tavg

≥50℃ 

Maintenan

ce 

shutdown 

<0.99 NA <50℃ 

*Excluding decay heat.  

 

There are two notable characteristics in HTR-PM 

operation and outage. The first is the configuration 

of the operation. Two Nuclear Steam Supply System 

(NSSS) and a steam turbine generator make up one 

module in the operation. Each NSSS module 

includes one nuclear reactor, one helium damper and 

a steam generator which called as primary loop 

system. Two NSSS share one steam turbine unit. The 

generator allows one or both NSSS supply steam. 

Since the shared safety structures, systems and 

components (SSCs) are less in the two NSSSs except 

for emergency diesel-electric generator set, control 

room reservation system and building structures, 

javascript:void(0);
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they can correct and withdraw to the appropriate 

operation mode simultaneously when the limiting 

conditions for operation (LCOs) in TS are not fulfil. 

It means two NSSS are parallel equivalence in the 

operation. Consequently, NPP operation mode is 

defined for individual NSSS in TS, which can 

envelope the entire NPP operation and outage state. 

The study of pre-POS will take account of the NSSS 

mode. 

The second characteristic of HTR-PM is the 

refueling mode. HTR-PM adopts on-line refueling 

which allows for keep on normal operation and 

eliminates outage type for refueling. In contrast, 

refueling need primary loop drainage and pressure 

vessel open in traditional light water Reactor (LWR) 

NPP and refueling outage is usually chosen as the 

representative one for pre-POS analysis. HTR-PM 

outage can be clarified as three types according to 

the TS and present in-service inspection program and 

surveillance requirements. They are (1) hot standby 

for unplanned outage, (2) shutdown for planned 

outage, and (3) maintenance shutdown for primary 

loop inner maintenance.  

 

II.C. Determine the boundary line of Low and 

Normal Power 

 

The first step of POS definition is dividing the 

interface boundary of LS and normal power, which 

also confirm the evaluation scope of LSPSA. The 

NPPSA and LSPSA should cover the whole power 

spectrum of the plant.  

Based on the operational features of HTR-PM, 

two factors are considered in this process:  

1. The status of systems which include not only 

the safety-related systems but also non safety-

related systems, such as power supply system, etc.  

2. The status of automatic actions. 

When the power decrease, the demand for 

operational system is changed, and certain systems 

may out of run due to inspection or maintenance. 

These variations change the plant operation state and 

result in inapplicability of original NP PSA model. A 

new PSA model should develop for low power and 

shutdown stage risk assessment that is LSPSA. HTR-

PM systems changed in low power and shutdown 

stage include but not limited to:  

1 Steam generator and its accidental discharge 

system 

2 Fuel handling system 

3 Shutdown system 

4 Pressure control and a pressure relief system 

5  Residual Heat Removal System (RHRs) 

6 Helium purification and auxiliary system 

7 Component cooling system 

8 In-service water cooling system 

9 Power supply system 

10 Reactor protection system 

11  Reactor power control system 

12  Startup shutdown system 

13  Steam cooling system 

14  Steam turbine generator set 

HTR-PM can be controlled by the automatic 

adjustment mode to ensure steady-state error of main 

parameters located in the scope of the design 

requirements and not leading to the steam 

atmospheric emissions when each NSSS and the 

steam turbine load are in 30-100% rated power. 

When HTR-PM is approaching shutdown 

condition, the major change is the steam terminal. 

Reactor can’t provide qualified steam to drive the 

turbine yet when its power is less than 30% rated 

power, and the turbine generator should splitting 

from the grid due to unstable operation. In this 

particular case, an alternative loop is constituted to 

carry reactor heat out and NSSS operation 

configuration is also changed. That is, when the 

steam generator outlet steam parameters drops to 

400 ° C / 13.9MPa, the shutdown system will start, 

and turbine will gradually close followed by 

generator splitting the grid. At this point, the reactor 

works on 30% of rated power level. 

Typically, automatic actuation of the main safety 

systems may be blocked to prevent inadvertent 

actuation below a certain power level and provide 

much freedom for more activities in shutdown stage. 

For example, at some Westinghouse PWRs, an 

automatic actuation signal will be blocked below 7% 

power, while as for HTR-PM the automatic actuation 

can keep working in the whole process, but the 

nuclear power measure instrument and action control 

logic will change in this duration. That is nuclear 

power measurement switches from power range to 

intermediate range combining with source range 

when single reactor power decrease to less than 1% 

rated power. Respectively, the scram logic changes 

from “1/2” to "2/4". 

According to the above, 30% of the rated power 

is determined as a boundary line for LSPSA, which 

induce a different plant configuration and will trigger 

a new control logical compared to normal power 

operation. As a result, LSPSA will develop a fresh 

model to simulate the NPP status when the single 

reactor power level is less than or equal to 30% of 

the rated power. The NPP status can be present by 

the normal power operation PSA model when the 

reactor power level is larger than 30%. 

 

II.D. Select the representative outage process 

and plant initial status 

 

Typically, several outage types exist in one plant, 

and pre-POSs analysis should focus on each one, and 

the grouping and modelling would base on these pre-

POSs successively. A relatively representative and 

integrative outage process is selected firstly in the 
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paper to do pre-POSs analysis. The objective is the 

selected outage can cover or envelop nearly most 

other outage types so that pre-POSs deriving from 

the selected outage and their combination can 

simulate the whole low power and shutdown process.  

The paper will investigate HTR-PM outage 

requirement and their required activities first, and 

then select a representative. In this process, the 

initial status of the module is also need clear which is 

special for double reactor. 

Three outage types exist in the HTR-PM NPP 

operation procedure as have been mentioned. They 

are: (1) hot standby for unplanned outage, (2) 

shutdown for planned outage, and (3) maintenance 

shutdown for maintenance outage. Because HTR-PM 

is capable of continuous operation with on-line 

refueling, refueling outage is avoided. 

The differences among three outage types are 

discussed below to select a representative one. The 

average temperature of the reactor and primary loop 

reduce gradually in these three outage types, which 

allow for more activities such as vessel inner 

maintenance. And correspondingly, reactivity control 

and residual heat removal methods have adjusted to 

achieve a much lower average temperature of the 

reactor and loop. Differences of three outage types 

are shown in Table 2. They will also undergo 

different shutdown and startup process according to 

the plant operational technical specification, from 

which a relatively integrated process will be chosen. 

 

Table2: Major differences of the outage type 

Outage type Reactivity control 

means 

Residual heat 

remove means 

Unplanned 

outage 

control rods Residual heat 

removal system 

(3 trains) 

planned 

outage 

Control rods ; 

absorb spheres; 

Residual heat 

removal system 

(one train) 

Maintenance 

outage 

Control rods ; 

absorb spheres; 

certain fuel 

spheres unload , 

alternative 

Residual heat 

removal system 

one train 

 

If the reactor goes to the unplanned outage 

caused by unplanned incidents, an inspection will 

carry out to correct the deviate and recovery the 

operation as soon as possible. A quick startup will be 

triggered which rely on the reactor and steam 

generator if the incident is solved and the plant fulfill 

the limiting conditions of operational technical 

specification. 

While if the reactor enters planned outage caused 

by planned event or maintenance, the startup will 

follow prearranged program which is called as 

normal startup program. Startup program applies the 

startup shutdown system instead of steam generator 

to warmup the primary loop and increase reactor 

power. It will keep working until steam quality 

produced by startup shutdown system fulfills the 

requirement of the steam turbine generator set. And 

then steam generator and steam turbine generator set 

fall in service instead of startup shutdown system. 

The module may be stay in different initial status 

due to double reactors and one turbine generator 

combination. Since 1#NSSS and 2#NSSS layout is 

symmetrical, the analysis take into account 1#NSSS 

which can represent the same scenario of 2#NSSS. 

As a result，a matrix containing the information of 

reactor and process is built  as table 3 to describe 

initial status of HTR-PM low power and shutdown 

phase. 

 

Table3. Typical initial states of HTR-PM low 

power and shutdown phase 

Process 1＃
NSSS 

2＃
NSSS 

Turbine 

generator 

quick startup 

after unplanned 

outage 

R* S* S 

Normal startup 

after planned 

outage 

R R R 

Normal startup 

after 

Maintenance 

outage 

R S R 

*R refers to   run、 S refers to shutdown 

 

Quick startup after unplanned outage has its own 

particularity. In contrast, the other two plant states 

are substantially similar with each other. Furthermore, 

the maintenance shutdown process and its normal 

startup need much time than the normal startup after 

planned outage because further activities have been 

arranged. It has been studied that the normal startup 

after planned outage can be represented by the 

normal startup after maintenance outage. Based on 

the above reason, "1#NSSS quick startup after 

unplanned outage” and "1#NSSS normal startup 

after maintenance outage" are chose to further 

LSPSA POS analysis.  

 

II.E. Define the pre-POSs and grouping into 

POSs 

 

The definition of POS can be performed in two 

steps: (1) definition of pre-POSs (2) grouping of pre-

POSs into POSs for further sequence analysis. 

A pre-POS is defined as a plant configuration 

where all parameters of interest could be considered 

stable for the duration of the POS [1]. HTR-PM 
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LSPSA pre-POS definition is carried out separately 

for the two processes "1#NSSS Quick Startup after 

unplanned outage” and "1#NSSS normal startup 

after maintenance outage"，and all the information 

relevant for characterizing the POSs should be 

extracted and documented. Dozens of pre-POSs are 

derived from for each process, and lists of original 

pre-POSs are documented for further grouping.  

 In order to obtain a manageable number of POSs, 

the pre-POS will be grouped into small number of 

POSs. Grouping principle should be built in advance. 

The principle is summarized from the characteristics 

of plant alignment and its operating standard. We 

group pre-POSs into POSs on principles as below:   

1. Similarity of plant parameters, available 

systems and components, even if similarity of 

initiating events list.  

2. Ignore some pre-POSs with shorter duration or 

lower occur probability. Their influence on the 

overall risk is little or can be ignored. 

Classifying terms used in the grouping is called 

as grouping vectors. In the process of grouping we 

will first refer to the recommended vectors used by 

LWR LSPSA, such as reactor criticality, decay heat 

level, open or closed Reactor Coolant System (RCS), 

the statues of containment and so on, and then test 

them in the course of grouping [3]. Some vectors are 

not suitable and some new vectors are created. 

Finally, vectors we used in HTR-PM LS pre-POS 

grouping are summarized as table 4. The vectors 

contain not only the system layout but also their 

success criteria. However, it may not always be 

possible to constant at the same power level or decay 

heat level in one POS which will disturb the success 

criteria of devoted system. So conservative 

assumptions is assumed that a relatively pessimistic 

success criteria in one POS. In this situation, decay 

heat level at the entry into a POS usually act as 

constant for the whole duration of the POS.  

 

Table4. HTR-PM LSPSA POSs grouping vectors 

Vectors Options 

Means of heat 

removal. 

1. Steam turbine generator 

2. Startup shutdown system 

3. Steam turbine generator and 

Startup shutdown system 

4. Residul heat removal system 

5. Steam system supplied by 

auxiliary boiler 

Means of 

reactivity 

control 

1.Control rods 

2.Control rods and absorb 

sphere 

3. Control rods, absorb spheres 

combined with certain fuel 

spheres unload 

Manner of 

primary 

1. Driven by helium damper 

2. Natural circulate 

coolant flow 

 

Based on the above grouping principles and 

vectors, the pre-POSs sort to POSs and expressed as 

the POS list. The list describes the POS name and 

system alignment, the vectors information including 

the means of reactivity control, heat removal and 

primary coolant flow. The duration is also a term of 

the matrix. 

It should be stated that current POSs are still not 

fixed. It may be adjusted according to the subsequent 

initiating event and event sequence analysis. This 

grouping is performed primarily on the basis of 

success criteria used in the full power PSA, where 

appropriate, or of simplified calculations and 

engineering judgment. The refinement of the 

grouping will be performed, through interaction with 

event sequence modelling when thermal-hydraulic 

and system relationship and dependencies results 

become available. If the initiating events and 

available accident mitigation measures in two pre-

POSs are similar or can be enveloped by each other, 

they may be grouped into one POS.  

 

III THE RESULT OF HTR-PM LSPSA POS  

 

A list containing seven POSs is derived from the 

pre-POS grouping. Each POS represents a unique 

plant conditions not limit to system availabilities, 

decay heat removal means, pressure, temperature, etc.  

The duration of POS is also necessary for the 

following initiating event and event sequence 

analysis. POS duration is the time window the POS 

continues in one reactor operational year. It is 

decided by the frequency and time window of each 

POS occupied annually.  The latter is mostly affected 

by the in-service inspection program and 

surveillance requirements. HTR-PM project is in the 

construction design at the present and the POS 

duration is based on current information which is 

limited for an accurate time window.  

Seven POS description and their duration are 

given in the matrix. They are: 

POS1: the status of reactor operation, the heat 

removes by the steam turbine and startup shutdown 

system. 

POS2: the status of startup shutdown circuit 

carries the heat out. 

POS3:  the status of reactor and turbine generator 

shutdown. 

POS4: the status of helium damper startup to 

warm up the loop. 

POS5:  the status of absorb sphere blowdown 

POS6: the status of steam generator quick 

cooling 

POS7: the status of reactor quick cooling 
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The primary evaluation shows that time windows 

of most POSs are distributed at dozens of hours 

except for POS 3 which extend to dozens of days 

based on the preliminary assessment. These POSs 

will be used in the LSPSA and adjusted by the 

follow application. 

  

IV CONCLUSION 

 

POSs definition is an important task in LSPSA. 

They will provide the initial conditions and boundary 

conditions for the LS PSA modelling. The basic 

methodology and procedure of HTR-PM LS PSA 

POS definition are generally as same as the typical 

LWR. While as for a module containing double 

reactor, it’s necessary to assess the plant initial status 

when enter into low power and shutdown phase. This 

analysis turns to be simple when dealing with 

symmetrical arrangement NPP. It may need much 

care when dealing with multi-reactors NPP which is 

not balanced. Key factors considering in the HTR-

PM LSPSA POSs grouping process are not much 

complex than the LWR due to it relatively simple 

plant configuration and operation mode. The statue 

of RCS loop and containment has not played an 

important role in the pre-POS grouping due to as on-

line refueling and vented confinement design. In the 

meantime, the plant status is not so much sensitive to 

the temperature and pressure of RCS as to LWR NPP 

because of HTR-PM inherent and passive safety 

characteristics. All these things simplify HTR-PM 

pre-POS grouping process.   

As a conclusion, the methodology and procedure 

of POS definition are both the same for HTR-PM 

and traditional LWR NPP. While the key technical 

factors-grouping vectors should be adjusted 

according to the characteristics of plant design. As 

for a multi-reactors NPP, various plant states may 

exist which will affect the POS definition.  

POSs work will be refined continually in the 

following LS PSA modelling. Initiating event 

analysis and event sequence analysis may be done 

for each POS, and the cumulative risk of every POS 

PSA results will show the NPP safety level and 

support to licensing application.  
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